Abstract. In order to describe the structure and photo-degradation property (by using the catalyst TiO 2 ) of sulfa drugs quantitatively, a QSPR model based on the norm indexes proposed in this work was developed, and our model was evaluated by some statistical parameters. Photo-degradation rate values of 8 sulfa drugs were tested firstly. And our model could give good predictive accuracy with low relative deviation values and high the squared correlation coefficient R 2 of 0.9642. In addition, the good results of leave one out cross-validation (Q 2 =0.9073) further illustrated the stability and reliability of this model. This study demonstrated that this model could describe the relationship of photo-degradation property and structure of sulfa drugs accurately. And this norm-indexes method might be valuable for the transfer and transformation assessment of environmental pollutants.
Introduction
Investigations on the removal and/or transportation and transformation of sulfa drugs have received great attention for the risk assessment and the environmental fate prediction of these pollutants in natural water body [1, 2] .Also, because of the chemical stability, innocuity safety, high photo-catalytic activity and relatively lower cost, TiO 2 photo-catalysis has been utilized widely to degrade organic contaminants from the waterbody [3, 4] .On the other hand, the quantitative structure-property relationship plays an important role in the transportation and transformation investigation(QSPR)of environmental pollutants [5, 6] . For example, by using the multiple linear regression method, Bing [7] developed a QSPR model for calculation the decoloration and mineralization rate of 28azo dyes under the heterogeneous Fenton catalytic condition. Also, Metivier-Pignon [8] had developed QSPR models in order to investigate the relationship of the adsorption behavior and structural features for 22 commercial dyes. Besides, in Juretic's study [9] , the multiple linear regression analysis and Genetic Algorithm were applied to generate the best QSPR models for determining photo degradation kinetics.
Recently, a series of norm indexes descriptors had been proposed by our group, and had been used to successfully describe the quantitative structure-activity/property relationship of various organics including toxicological activity of heterocyclic compounds [10] , the activity of anti-HIV reverse transcriptase inhibitors [11, 12] and so on. Previous studies indicated that the proposed norm-index descriptors might be the general description of molecular structure.
In this present study, in order to describe the structure and photo-degradation property (by using the photo catalyst TiO 2 ) of sulfa drugs quantitatively, a QSPR model based on the normal indexes was developed, and our model was evaluated by some statistical parameters including the squared correlation coefficient ( 
Method Experimental TiO 2 Photo-degradation Rate (D) for Sulfa Drugs
The TiO 2 -photolysis experiments of 8sulfa drugs (initial drug concentration of 10 mg/L, and TiO 2 dosage of 10 mg/L) were conducted in a jacketed photo-reactor without aeration. In order to reach the adsorption-desorption quasi-equilibrium, the suspension was stirred for 30 min in the dark. A UV lamp with the main wavelength of 254 nm was used as light source. During the entire photolysis experiment, mixtures were magnetically stirred in order to ensure a constant mixing of the solutions. The temperature was maintained at (20±2)℃ by the cooling water. Samples at 1hr were collected for the analysis of sulfa drugs concentration by HPLC.
Norm Index Proposed and Modelling
In this work, the Hyper Chem 7.0 software (http://www.hyper.com/) was used to obtain the stable molecular structure. In the process of optimization, ab initio method at ST0-3G level was used.
Here was the modelling process. Firstly, based on chemical graph of molecular structure, some matrixes of molecules were extracted from the chemical graphs and defined as Eq.1-3: is the Euclidean spatial distance between atom i and j
Here, ME is the property matrix. AW means atom weight, and MW is molecular weight.
Based on the above matrix, a new matrix was proposed in our work.
( )
Here in, the operational character [ .× ] of Eq.4symbolized scalar multiplication.
During our data mining, two norm indexes shown as Eq.5 and Eq.6 were utilized. 
Results and Discussions Experimental Values of TiO 2 Photo-degradation Rate (D) for Sulfa Drugs
The photo-degradation rate (D) for 8 sulfa drugs were observed and listed in Table 1 .
Results shown in Table 1 suggested that TiO 2 photo catalytic was effective for the degradation sulfa drugs, and the degradation rate could get to 90% or even 100% irradiated by UV for 1 hr. Also, owing the different structures of each compound, some differences were obvious among these sulfa drugs.
Predicted Values of TiO 2 Photo-degradation Rate (D) for Sulfa Drugs
Based on the molecular chemical graph, norm values of 8 sulfa drugs were calculated and listed in Table 2 . Then, by using the Eq.7, photo-degradation property values for 8 sulfa drugs were calculated. And prediction results shown as in Table 1 In order to verify the quality of this developed model, cross validation was performed to evaluate the stability and reliability of model. The indicator of the cross-validation procedure is cross-validated correlation coefficient Q 2 , and a high value of this statistical characteristic (Q 2 > 0.5) is considered as a proof of the high predictive ability of the model. The good results of leave one out cross-validation (Q 2 =0.9073) shown in Table 1 further illustrated the stability and reliability of this model. 
Conclusions
According to the molecular chemical graph, some norm indexes were proposed, and based on these norm indexes descriptors, a QSAR model was developed for description of the structure and photo-degradation (by using the catalyst TiO 2 ) property of sulfa drugs. And cross validation demonstrated this model was all of acceptable both in statistical quality and predictive capacity. This study demonstrated that this model could describe the relationship of photo-degradation property and structure of sulfa drugs accurately, and the proposed norm indexes descriptors were also suitable for QSAR studies of sulfa drugs.
